
 

APPLE CIDER VINEGAR 
~ How to make from scratch ~ 

 

Vinegar: From the French “Vin-Aigre” meaning “sour wine” 

 

1. Make or buy RAW apple cider. Raw cider contains natural yeast, the yeast in 

pasteurized juice has been killed (adding yeast is recommended for raw cider, 

required for pasteurized cider). The first step of turning cider to alcohol can be 

done by leaving the cider in the plastic jug it was purchased in or by pouring into a 

narrow-necked clean jar (smaller diameter neck helps 

prevent contamination). Cover with loosely fitting plastic 

wrap, plastic lid, or cheesecloth and rubber band (no 

metal!). Set in a clean, dark, warm place. 

2. Yeast eats the sugar in fresh juice, converts to alcohol.  

Within a day to a week, the liquid will start to bubble 

(looks like champagne bubbles). As the bubble become 

more active, particles will float to the top and settle to 

the bottom. The smell should be of alcohol instead of 

sweet juice. You made hard cider – half way there! 
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 Apple Cider 

 Quart Glass Jar &Plastic lid 

 ¼ tsp. baker’s yeast 

 ¼ cup “Mother of Vinegar” 
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PASTEURIZE? REALLY? 

Raw ACV is ideal for human consumption.   

By heating ACV, the bacteria are killed, which 

means new film (mother) will not develop over time. 

When you want to use ACV in your dishwasher or for 

cleaning products, a clear version is preferable to 

keep film from clogging cleaning tools & drains.   For 

bulk amounts: Fill canning jars with ½” headspace, 

heat to 150F for 3 minutes. For a small amount, heat 

in a double boiler on stove until 150F for a few 

minutes, then pour into a sterile jar and seal. Let set 

up to 2 weeks to allow sediment to settle. 

Elderberry Oxymel  

 
OXYMEL: From Latin meaning “acid & honey” 

 ½ cup dried elderberries 

 1 cup honey – preferably local & raw 

 1 cup raw apple cider vinegar 

 

In a quart jar, add berries, then top with 

equal parts honey and vinegar. Shake to 

blend. Shake once a day for two weeks or 

more. Strain. Take 1 tsp. at first signs of a 

cold and every few hours thereafter. 

 

 

3. Acetobacter convert alcohol to acetic acid (vinegar). 

Acetobacter (enemy to hard cider) are in the air, but to 

ensure a better transformation, you can add “mother of 

vinegar” to the cider alcohol as the bubbling starts to 

slow down. Before doing so, skim off any particles that 

have frothed up to the top of the bottle. If mold has 

developed on top, carefully scoop around and under 

the mold and remove (a spoon or small ladle work well). 

If you have a large piece of mother, gently lay it across the top of the liquid. If you 

only have raw liquid (such as Braggs), add about ¼ cup per quart. 

Tip: Mold on top of the particles is OK, scoop off & proceed on. If mold is interspersed 

throughout the liquid or the liquid starts to smell or taste musty, your product has 

become contaminated. Throw away and start again.  

4. The process from fresh juice to vinegar may take a couple 

months or more, depending on a lot of factors. Once all 

bubbling has stopped completely, the liquid can be “racked” – 

siphon/decant the clear liquid into a clean jar and taste the 

liquid for strength. If weak, let set a few more weeks and taste 

again. The liquid should end up tasting stronger than store-

bought vinegar.  You now have vinegar! If the vinegar sets 

around unused, it will develop a gel-like skin on top, this is 

“mother of vinegar” and is the visual proof of the enzyme 

activity in your raw vinegar. 

Note: At first, this process may seem complicated, but once 

you’ve tried it a time or two, the steps become a “fix-it & forget-about-it” type process. 

The next level: Apple cider is a great juice to start with when learning to make vinegar. 

To advance further, try making vinegar from other juices: pear, cherry, pineapple, etc.  

Other recipe ideas: Fire Cider; Herb Infused Vinegar; Vinaigrette; Citrus Cleaner 


